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       ABSTRACT
 Pseudo-aneurysm of lingual artery a branch of external carotid artery is rarely seen. Most of cases 
of pseudo-aneurysm occur after trauma, surgery, inflammation, post chemotherapy, radiotherapy and 
infection. Pseudo-aneurysm of lingual artery secondary to lingual carcinoma with oral bleeding is a 
rare presentation, hence we discuss the CT imaging findings of lingual artery pseudo-aneurysm in a 
patient with known case of carcinoma of tongue on chemotherapy and radiotherapy presented with 
oral bleeding.
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Introduction
  Pseudo-aneurysms of lingual are very rare can be develop 
secondary to iatrogenic injury during surgery, blunt penetrating 
trauma, inflammation, post chemo-radiotherapy, or 
radiotherapy. They may cause the life threatening bleeding if not 
recognized and treated early [1-3]. Most of these are identified 
as the result of massive oral bleed. These require urgent 
hemostasis like clipping, ligation, embolization or ultrasound 
guided percutaneous thrombin [2]. Pseudo-aneurysm are 
those who lack the three layers of vessels wall which results 
from arterial damage [4]. They are differ from true aneurysm 
and composed of connective fibrous tissue results from leaking 
of blood through the damage wall into the adjacent fibrous 
connective tissue resulting in formation of blood clot that 
subsequently liquefies. Further bleeding can occur causing 
expansion of pseudo-aneurysm [5]. All histopathological 
analyzed aneurysm of lingual artery have been described as 
pseudo-anerurysm [3].

Case Report
  A 42 years old male known case of hypertension, diabetes and 
histopathological diagnosed case of squamous cell carcinoma 
of tongue with metastasis on chemo-radiotherapy presented 
to the emergency department of our hospital with complaints 
of bleeding from mouth, difficulty to open the mouth and 
buccal pain. On examination, he was tachypneic, pale and had 
large ulcerated fungating mass within the mouth involving the 
tongue. His laboratory investigations showed hemoglobin of 4 
g/dl. Other baseline investigation were within the normal range.
 He underwent through the Computed Tomography (CT) scan 
neck with contrast to rule the cause of oral bleed, which 
demonstrate a large lobulated heterogeneously enhancing mass 
involving intrinsic muscles of tongue extending into floor of the 
mouth consistent with biopsy proven squamous cell carcinoma. 
A small area of contrast filled lobulated out pouching seen 
within the mass on right side of tongue communicating with the 

right lingual artery representing pseudo-aneurysm (Figure 1 and 
2).
 Patient was referred to intervention radiology department 
for angio-embolization. Unfortunately the patient denied for 
both surgical ligation, excision and angio-embolization and 
lost to follow after medical symptomatic management and 
blood transfusion from our hospital due to financial constraints 
and went to the another welfare based tertiary care hospital 
for angio-embolization/surgical treatment and further 
management.

Discussion 
   Carotid artery aneurysms are very rarely seen in clinical practice 
[4]. External carotid artery aneurysms comprises of 2.2% of 
all cervical carotid artery aneurysms from which superficial 
temporal and facial arteries are the most commonly develops 
pseudo-aneurysm [3,4]. They are very rare as compared to other 
peripheral arteries [6]. True aneurysms are develop secondary 
to either congenital or acquired weakness in all three layers
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Figure 1: Ct Scan Neck with contrast axial images show heterogeneous mass 
involving the tongue. Figure 1a and c show lingual artery (black arrow). Figure 
1 b and d show pseudo-aneurysm (white arrow).
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of vessel wall. While false aneurysm are develop secondary to 
localized laceration in arterial wall caused trauma, infection, 
surgery or radiofrequency [2]. Lingual pseudo-aneurysm are 
considerably very rare [1,3,4,7]. It is difficult to diagnose and 
manage and can cause the distress to the patient when rupture 
to cause the bleeding [7]. Most of these pseudo-aneurysms are 
post-traumatic and post-surgical like tonsillectomy, some of 
which are related to the infection, inflammation, radiofrequency 
and chemo-radiotherapy [1,6]. There are few cases have been 
reportedin already diagnosed case of oro-pharyngeal carcinoma 
presented with oral bleeding [1]. Lingual artery pseudo-
aneurysms are identified because of active oral bleed, however 
asymptomatic are discovered incidentally on contrast enhanced 
CT scan for pre-operative workup and extend of head and neck 
lesions [2]. Pseudo-aneurysm lack the all three layers of vessel 
wall caused by arterial wall damage secondary to trauma, 
iatrogenic injury, surgery, and radiation therap [4].Our patient 
denied the history of trauma, and surgery but has history of 6 
cycles of radiotherapy and chemotherapy, radiotherapy can be 
the possible cause of pseudo-aneurysm because radiation can 
induced the vascular wall injury but still unclarified process [4].
 Radiological imaging investigations used to diagnose the 
pseudo-aneurysms are ultrasonography, contrast enhanced 
CT scan and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) to see the 
complete evaluation and extent of lesion [5].
 Treatment of choice for pseudo-aneurysm is therapeutic 
interventional angiography to avoid the surgical ligation of 
artery and excision of pseudo-aneurysm commonly using 
embolizing material gelfoam to obtain the complete blockage of 
pseudo-aneurysmal cavity in order to preserve the patency of 
main branches of artery and to avoid the more invasive material 
like coils [5].
 In one of literature mentioned that glue mixture with ethiodized 
oil and n-butyle cyano-acrylate has very effective embolic 
result and vessels occlusion. It should be injected though 
the catheter tip which also should be positioned proximal to 
the injured vessels and to avoid the cannulation of pseudo-
aneurysm and preventing the perforation of pseudo-aneurysm

wall [8]. Surgical ligation is also treatment option for pseudo-
aneurysm of external carotid artery in patient with uncontrolled 
bleeding from specific head and neck sites like epistaxis post-
tonsillectomy hemorrhage and trauma [4]. Endovascular 
embolization has many advantages over the surgical ligation. It 
has diagnostic evaluation and therapeutic role. It is also more 
selective procedure and has less risk of damaging the vagal and 
accessory nerves [4].

Conclusion
   External carotid artery and its branches rarely develop 
aneurysm and are mostly post traumatic or post intervention. 
Lingual artery pseudo-aneurysm although rare but should 
be kept in mind when treating a patient with oral and lingual 
tumors, as these can be a cause of bleed in such patients. Hence 
it is important for a radiologist to be vigilant in reporting such 
cases and be aware of the imaging findings.
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Figure 2: CT scan neck with contrast sagittal and coronal images show 
heterogeneous mass involving the tongue. The white arrows show pseud-
aneurysm arising from the lingual artery.   
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